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about the measure-relations of space in the infinitely small are 
not therefore superf111ous questions. 

If we suppose that bodies exist independently of position, the 
curvature is everywhere constant, and it then results from 
astronomical measurements that it cannot be different from zero ; 
or at any rate its reciprocal must be an area in comp:nison with 
which the range of our telescopes may be neglected. But if 
this independence of bodies from position does not exist, we 

· cannot draw conclusions from metric relations of the great, to 
those of the infinitely small; in that case the curvature at each 

oint have an arbitrary value in three directions, provided 
fhat the total cun·ature of every measurable portion of space 
does not dilfa sensibly from zero. Still more complicated 
relations may if we no longer suppose the linear element 
expressible as the squ:1rc root of a quadric differential. Now it 
seems that the· empirical notions on which the metrical determi
nations of space are founded, the notion of a solid body and of a 
ray of light, ce:tse to be v.1lid for the infinitely small. We are 
therefore quite at liberty to suppos: that the metric relation> of 
sp:>.ce in the infinitely do not conform to the hypothe:;es 
of geometry; and we ought in fact to suppose it, if we can 
thereby obtain a simpler explamtion of phenomena. 

The question of the validity of the hypotheses of geometry in 
the infinitely small is bound up with the question of the ground 
of the metric rebtions of space. In this hst question, which we 
may still ref;ard as belonging to the doctrine of sl?ace, is _found 
the application of the remar!_- m:tde .'-hove \ thn_t m . a 

the ground of tts metnc relattons ts gtven tn the 
notion of it, while in a continuou.; manifo!dness, thi; ground 
must come from outside. Either therefore the . rea:ity which 
underlies space must form a discrete m:mifoldness, or we mu; t 
seek the ground of its metric relations outside it, in binding 
forces which act upon it. 

The answer to these questions can only be got by starting from 
the conception of phenomena which has hitherto been justified 
by experience, and which Newton asmmed as a foundation, and 
by n1aking in tit!:; conc.eption the successive changes required by 
f.1cts whiclt it cannot explai1.1. Re;earches starting from general 
notior.s, like the investigation we have just m:1de, can only be 
useful in preventing this work from being hampered by too 
n.urow views, and progress in knowledge of the interdependen:e 
of things from being checked by tradition:1l prejudices. 

This leads us into the domain of another of physic, 
into which the obje:t of this work docs not allow us to go to
day, 

as admitting an independence of 11-fold extents in them 
from position (possibility of motion without 

§ 5· Surfaces with constant curvature. 
III. Application to Space. 

§ 1. System of facts which suffice to determine the measure• 
relations of space assumed in geometry. 

§ 2. How far is the validity of these empirical determina. 
tions probable beyond the limits of obsen·ation towards 
the infinitely great? 

§ 3· How far towards the infinitely small? Connection 
of this question with the interpretation of nature. 

THE DEVELOPMENT THEORY IN GERMANY"' 
III. 

Choro!ogy: or, the G,·ogra}hical Distributim of Living 
THE importance of th(! theory of Evolution does not consist 

in its ac:ouuting for this or that p:uticular fact, but in its 
explaining all biologicJ.l facts collectively. It is found to be 
confirmed in every detail by the mode of distribution of the 
various organisms on the surface of the earth. This distribution 
had alre:1dy been studied by Alexander ,·on Humboldt and 
Fr. SchouiV for plants, by Berghaus and Schmarda for anim:1ls. 
But previous to Danvin and Wallace, this study had produced 
only a collection ofunsystem:1tised facts; Haeckel has attempted 
to creJ.te out of it a speci:LI science under the name of Choro!ogy. 

\ \'ith the exception of the monocellular protozoa, which, on 
account of their simplicity, have been able to appear at the 
same time or at se\·eral time; in ,l.ilfercnt phces ; with the ex. 
cepticn aho of specie3 which owe their origin to a hybrid or 
bastard generation, and which it has been possible to reproduce 
in difierent circumstances wherever the parent species have pre
viouslv spread, it must that each of the other species 
has only been originated a single time in a single place. 
But, once produced, they must, as a constquence of the struggle 
for existence, and in virtue of the hws of population, or rather 
of exce:;s of p::>palation, tend to spread t<> the widest possible 
extent. Animals and plants migtate as well as man, both 
actively and 

In the c:1se of animals, which have, more than phnts, freedom 
of movement, ac:ive migratioa plays the principal part. The 
more easy locomo!ion is in the case of any species, the more rapidly 
is the spedes bo:.tnd to spread. Thi; is why birds and insects, 
furnished with \\·ings, although referable to a less number of 
orda.> or natural groups tlun othfr animals, yet present a very 

Sy11t'}sis great diversity of specie> slightly distinguishable from one an-
PLAN ot the Inquiry: other· this is to be ascribed to the fact that the facility with 

I. Notion of an n -ply extended magnitude. which they can move from plac.: to place ha,; subjected them to 
§ 1. Continuous and discrete manifoldnesses .. parts the modifying influences of the ·most varied localities. After 

of a manifoldness are called DIVI;wn of the Lird> and insects the swiftest runners among the denizens 
theory of continuous magnitude into the theories of the land, the best swimmers among the inhabitants of the 
(1) Of mere region-relations, in which an independence water have been subject to the widest extension. \Vith regard 

of magnitudes from position is not assumed; to animab which are fixed or immovable while being developed, 
(2) Of size-relations, in which such an independence corals, tubicol::c, tunicata, crinoids, &c., they usually eni?Y 

must be assumed. during their youth so much of the power of as admits 
§ 2. Construction of the notion of a one-fold, two-fold, of their displacement. A great number of floatmg plants are 

t:-fold extended magnitude. al;o transported to great di:;tances by water. 
§ 3· Reduction of place-fixing in a given rnanifoldness to llut the spread of a large number of plants and of certain 

quantity-fixings. True character of an t:·fold extended animals can be explained only by a passiYe migration. The 
magnitude. wind sweeps to great distances,_ sometimes <!ver seas, es-gs of 

II. Measure-relations of which a manifold ness oft: small animals, seeds, and sometimes even mmute orgamsms ; 
is capable on the assumption that lines have a length this explains the well-known phenomena of showers of frogs. 

pendent of position, and consequently that every ltne These eg(Ts, these seeds, these small organisms, sometimes 
may be measured by every other. . fall into the water, which transports them to still greater 

§ 1. Expression for the line-element. to be distances. Trunks of trees, which traverse the ocean under 
called Flat in which the line· element is expresstble as the the direction of the currents, and those which the tempest 
square·rool of a sum of squares of complete hurls from the mountain tops, can carry with them, bidden in 

§ 2. Investigation of the manifoldness of tl·dtmenstOns m their interstices, in the moss or the parasitical plants with which 
which the line-element may be represented the they are covered, in the earth which adheres to their roots, in. 
root of a quadric dilferential. . Measu_re ?f 1ts numerable germs to be developed in new regions. The icebergs 
from flatness (curvature) at a gtven pomt m a gtven sur- of the polar sea have landed foxes and bears even on the shores 
face-direction, For the determination of its measure- of Iceland and Britain. insects, mammals which are 
rebtions it is allowable and sufficient that the curvature removed carry with them thousands of parasites, microscopic 

. . t:- 1 1 bein"s ;ggs or germs. Man himself carries them about more 
be arbitrarily given at every pomt m t: sur ace abu;d:..Ut!y still along with the varied materials he employs for 
directions. l:is works and his industry. 

§ 3. Geometric illustration. The of the of species ":hich cannot 
§ 4 Flat manifoldnesses (in which the curvature is e\·ery- be explamed by mtgratt?n, etther active or pass1ve, may_ be 

where = o) may be treated as a speci:1l case of accounted for by facts. consequence of the J.Jn• 

nesses with constant curvature. These can also be defined * Contmued from '·ot m. p. 
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perceptible but unceasing change of the level of the seas, in con
sequence of the phenomena of subsidence and elevation of the 
land, lands nt one time united h:tve been divided, watercourses 
which communicated have been sep:uatcd, thus accounting fur 
the fact that fi3hes of the same species nre found in different 
ri,·ers, that isbnds nre tenanted by the same mammals as 
the continents. Engbnd has been united to Europe at two 
different times; at a certain epoch our continent must have been 
united by land to N. America. The South-sea Islands are the 
remains of \vhat wns at one time a single land; so in the Indian 
Ocean land has at one time stretched along the South of Asia 
from Sund:t to Africa; this great continent which Scbter has 
called Lmmria, on account of the apes which were peculiar to 
it, is probably the cradle where the humm race was developed 
from the anthropoid apes. llfr. Wallace has proved that the 
Malay .Archipelago of two entirely different parts: one, 
comprehending llorneo, Java, and Sumatra, was united to Asia 
by the peninsula of M:tlacca, while the other, comprehending 
the Celebes, the Moluccas, New Guine1, the Salomon Isles, &c., 
was immediately attached to Australia. 

Another cause which has favoured the dispersion of species 
all over the globe, was the uniformity of temperatur<! which pre
vailed up to the tertiary geological period. Previous to the 
freezing of the pobr regions, species found everywhere a climate 
equally warm and agreeable, favourable to migratinns in all 
directions ; since that period, on the contrary, a ne1v diffi:ulty of 
existence h:ts arisen, --organisms have to acclimatisation; 
tho3e which have the power of adapting themselves to the lower 
temperature <Jf regions at :>. di;tancc from the equator, hav<! been 
transformed by selection into new species ; while those which 
have found such adaptation impmsible, have been compelled, 
under pain of extinction, to remove to more favourable climates. 
\Vhcn, at a later period, occurred that strange phenomenon-of 
which, as yet, no satisfnctory explanation ha; been given
known as the Glacial Period, and plants were compelled 
to migrate anew; the living population of the earth, condensing 
itself between the tropics, a terrible struggle for existence took 
place between the old inhabitants of these regions nnd those that 
fled thither for refuge ; many species were bound to disappear, 
while many new ones were origim.ted. There Is still another choro

phenomenon which i3 to be accounted for by the glacial 
period, viz., the resemblance of many of the inhabitants of mo:ln
tains to those of the Polar regions ; as those ani mali and those 

are not found the intermedi:tte countries, it is absolutely 
necessary to suppose a migration which, considering the habits 
of these cre.>tures, could only ha\'e tal<.en pbce at the gbcial 
epoch. It is prob1.ble that at this period the gentians, the saxi
frages, the Polar lure and fox, inhabited the central part of 
Europe; but as the temperature ro; c, some of these creatures 
retired towards the north, while the remainder fuund a refuge 
upon the summi"s of the European mountains. 

\Vhen plants or animals migrate to new they are sub
jected to ne .v conditions of extstence to which they must ad:tpt 
themselves. The new climate, 11e1v food, relation; with new 
organisms, all this obliges the emigrants to submit to mo
difications under pab of annihilation, and, as a consequence, 
to form new varieties or new species·; it i; in .these 
circumstance;, in fact, that 11atural acts with 
the inteo1sity. In ordin.uy circumstances, indi
viduals which dunged breed with indiv dual:; who 
have not ·changed, and the proJucts of crossings have 
a kndency to re1·ert to the prim tive type; but when a migra. 
tion has t.1ken pl•ce, when modified iniividuals are separdted 
from · others by moamains or by seas, they can no longer 
interhreeJ, and thi> halation insures the preservation of the 
ne.vly acquired forms. It is of course evident these con
siderations apply only to species in wnkh the sexes are sepuate. 

. There still remain three other phcn<unena whi;h 
furnistt an important prouf of the tmth of the evolution theory. 
There is fir,t tlte likeness of form, the family which 
exi;ts among the local species ch1racteristic of each region, and 

ex•inct and fossil of the same region; in the second 
the no less striking family resembbnce which exists among the 
inhabitants of certain groups of those of the neighbouring con
tinents, whence the population of these ishnds must have come; 
and lastly, the special character pres !nted by the cul!ective fauna 
and flora of the islands. All the facts adduced by Darwin, 
\Vallace,* and Moritz \Vngner,t :u well as all those other facts 

't Archipelago." 
t The •' Darwinian Theory and the Law of tion of Organisms •• 

Leip<ig, 1868). 

which geo;,-aphical and topographical dispersion of organisms 
present to us are simply and completely explained by the theory 
of selection and migration, while it would be impossible to 
explain them without it. 

Paf,conto/,;g;• 

Thanks to the theory of evolution, the natural chssification of 
anim:1ls and plants, which was previously only a record of names 
for arranging the different forms in an artificial order, or a record 
of fact; expressing summarily the degree of resemblance among 
them, tends to become the genealogical tree of organisms. 
In orJer to construct it the student has only to combine the 
d1ta furnished by the three parallel developments rtferred to 
above-the pab::ontological development, the embryological de. 
velopment, and the systematic development In the order of per·. 
fection or of comparative anatomy. The writer the Rh·ue 
Scimtifique here gives a table presenting a view of the geological 
and pal:eontological doctrines of Haeckel. Between the stages 
generally admitted by geologhts, Haeckel intercalates others 
which he calls inferior or intermediate stages in rehtion to the 
superior stages. Haeckel accepts completely the system of gra, 
dual and continuous evolution as propounded by Lyell, and re, 
jects the system of sudden catastrophes which has been advocated 
by Cuvier and his disciples. He places the probable appearance 
of man in the l\Iiocene, and his existence in the Pliocenl'. 
Many attemDts lave been made to determine approximately how 
many thousand years each geological pe_riod has lasted ; these 
conjectures are principally framed on the relative thickness of 
the different beds. The total thicknes; of the Archa:olithic or 
Primordial beds, in whi.ch Haeckel includes the Laurentian, Cam· 
brian, and Silurian, is 70,000 ft. ; that of the Primary, froi'Q the 
DeYonian to the Permian, 42,000 ft. ; that of the Secondary, 
rs,ooo ft.; that of the Tertiary, 3 ,000 ft. ; while the thickness 
of the beds of the "Anthrooolithic" or Quaternary age is only 
from 500 to 700ft. From these figures, the following relative 
duration of the successive ages may be deduced :-

Primordial Age 53·6 
Primary , 32 'I 
Secondary , 1 I ·s 
Tertiary , 2'3 
Quaternary , o·s 

Thus the Primordial age has existed longer than the other four 
put together. As to the number of centuries or of millenniums 
necessary for the deposition of one bed only one foot thick, that 

on circumstances so variable that it is impossible to give 
any me:tsure : it is longer in the depths of mid-ocean, in the 
beds of \'Cry long rivers, in lakes which receive no affiuents; it is 
shorter on the sea-margins, at the moaths of great rivers whose 
course is long and straight, in lakes which many tributary 
streams. It results from such considerations that eYery estimate 
of the duration of a geological epoch must be relative. 

It will b: ·necessary, moreover, to take into consideration, 

I elevations and depres;ions of the ground, which, according to 
Haeckel, will be alternative, and will corre;pond to the mtnera. 
logical and pab:ontological differences which exist between 
two systems of beds and between two formations of these systems. 
\Vhen a certain region, after having remained f<.lr many thousand 
centurie> bene:>.th the water, for a certain tim·, and is 
ngain it will be readily admitted that the bed which is 
deposited after such an interval ought to present characteristics 
rlilfcrent from thos'! of the lower bed: for time ii bound to 
accomplish chan6e of all organic and inorgan'c cowlitions. This 
theory has been disputed by Huxley, who finis it inconsistent 
with the existence of a large number of bed;, in which are found 
united organic forms, hoi ling a mild!! pbce tho;e of 
adjacent formations; the En,:lish naturali>t adJuces, fvr example, 
the beds of Saint Cassian, in which are found min•,led the forms 
of the primuy and secondary forma:ions. " 

It certain that even yet our knowledge of pah:ontology is 
wrt tmperrect, and [a.r from enlbling us _to write, wtth anything 
ltke ex:>.ctne;s, the htstory of the productton of organic species. 
\Ve knO\v with what difficulties this study is surrounded. The 
fussil remains of the most remote ages appear to have been 
destroyed by the heat of the lower beds in which they were 
deposited. Eozoon Ca1eadmu is the only fos.il which _has hitherto 
been found in the formations of the Laurentian period ; wht!e 

b:ds of carbon and of crystallised lime(graphite and marble) 
gtve us the assurance that in them have existed animal and 
vegetable petrifactions. Another difficulty lies in the fact that 
hitherto the field of geological exploration has been very re-
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stricted. Outside of England, Germany, and France, very few 
fonnations .have been seriously studied; almost the only success· 
ful explorations have been in railway·cuttings. One indication 
of what maybe discovered elsewheni is furnished by the remarkable 
petrifactions which have resulted from some researches prosecuted 
m Africa and Asia, in the neighbourhood of the Cape, and on 
the Himalayas : forms have been discovered which fill up im· 
portant gaps in pal.:contological classification. It must be remem
bered also that only the hard and solid parts of organisms h:we 
been preserved, that entire forms, such as the Medus.:c, shell-less 
molluscs, many articulata, nearly all worms, could leave no trace 
behind. The most important parts of plants, the flowers, have 
completely disappeared. Moreover, terrestrial organisms have 
been petrified only in accidental instances, where they have fallen 
into the water and been covered with mud ; it is not to be won
dered at then if the number of fossils of this kind is relatively 
much less considerable than that of those kinds which have in. 
habited the sea or fresh water. This explains also the appa· 
rently strange fact that of many fossil mammals, especially those 
of the secondary, we recognise only the lower jaw. This arises 
from the fact that that bone is easily separated from the dead 
body; while the rest swims on the surface of the water and is 
carried to the bank, the jaw falls to the bottom, and is buried in 
the mud, where it is petrified. The traces of those which have 
been found in different beds of sandstone, and especLtlly in the 
red sandstone of Connecticut, belong to organisms whose bodies 
are entirely unknown to us, and pro\·e that we arc far from pos· 
sessing remains of all actual forms. 'Vhat gives us reason to 
think that an immense number mu;t remain unknown is the fact 
that of those whose fossil remains we possess, only one or two 
examples haYe come to light. It is only ten years since a bird 
of the highest importance was discovered in the Jura; till then 
no intermediate form was known between the birds proper and 
reptiles, which are, nevertheless, the cla;s most closely relattd 
to the former. Now this fossil bird, which possesses the tail, 
not of an ordinary bird, but of a lizard, confirms the hypothesis 
that birds are descended from the saurians. A couple of small 
teeth which have been found in the Keuper of the Trias are, up 
to the present, the only proof that mammals have existed from 
the Triassic period, and that they did not appear only in the 
Jurassic period, as was pre..-iously believed. 

Fortunately we are able to supplement the insufficient data of 
pal.-eontology by those of embryology, since individual develop
ment is, as it were, a reproduction or recapitulation brief and 
rapid, by means of heredity and adaptation of the development 
of _spec;ies. Embryology is valuable for light 
whtch 1t throws on the more ancrent forms of the pnmordia.l 
period; by it alone do we learn that these primitive forms must 
have been simple cells, similar to eggs; that these cells, by their 
segmentation, their conformation, and their division of labour, 
have given birth to the infinite variety of the most complicated 
organisms. 

To the nluable data the relations of organisms 
furnished by pal.:contology and embryology must be added those 
derived from comparative anatomy. When organisms, whose 
exterior. is very different, resemble each other in their interior 
construction, we may conclude with certainty that this resem· 
blance is due to her.,dity, while the differences are a result of 
adaptation. If, for example, We! compare the limbs or exlremi: 
ties of different mammifers, the arm of man, the wing of the b:1t, 
the anterior members of the mole adapted for digging, those of 
other mammifers made for leaping, climbing, or nmni11g ; if we 
consider, besides, that in all these .members Yariously formed, the 
same bones are found, equal in number, in the same place, dis· 
posed in the same manner, are we not forced to admit the close 
relationship of organisms? This homology can be explained 
only by heredity, by descent from common ancestors. And to 
go still further, if we find in the wing of the bird, in the 

n:embers of reptiles and amphibia, the same bones as 
m the arms of man, or in the anterior limbs of other mammifers, 
can we not affirm with certainty the common descent of all 
these vertebrate animals? 

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS 
OaanHighways, May.-The first paper in this number is an 

article on Mexico, by Mr. Maurice Kingsley, accompanied by a 
map showing the course of the Vera. Cruz and l\{exico Railway. 
This is followed by a yery interesting article on "Railway Com
munication London and Calcntta," with a map showing 

the proposed line from Ostende, by Viennn, Constantinople, 
Diabeker, Herat, Cabul, Lahore, Delhi, Cawnporc, and Cal· 
cutta. By this route the land journe;r would amount to 6,336 
miles, with only 73 miles of sea, whtch could be accomplisht!d 
in 214 hours, or about 9 days; while by the present shortest 
route,. the sea-journey amounts to 3,9.p miles, and the time 
taken IS 492 hours, or upwards cf 20 days. Dr. Robert Brown 
contributes a paper entitled "A Cruise 'vith the 'Vhalers in 
Baffin's Bay," which is followed by "Notes on Mr. Stanley's 
\York," by Capt. R . F. Burton, in which that gentleman points 
out several things in Stanley's book that he thinks are capable 
of amendment. Burton thinks Stanley "wants only study and 
discipline, to mal<e him a first-rate traveller." This is followed 
by a very Yaluable paper on "The Steppes to the North of 
Bokhara," by A. V:imbery. Then follow the usual reviews, 
notes, reports of societies, &c. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES 

Chemical Society, :1-Iay r.-Dr. Ouling, F.R.S., president, 
in the chair.-Dr. H. Sprengcl, "On a neN class of explosives," 
gave an account of some new explosives consisting of two liq"ids 
inexplosive by themselves, but which when mixed and tired with 
a detonating charge are a> effective as nitroglycc:rine.-Prof. Abel 
of the: Royal Ar;enal, 'Voolwich, drew attention to the great 
diffetence produced by variations in the mechanical stale of the 
explosive.-On Zirconia, by l\{r. J. D. Hannay.-On Pyrogallate 
of le:td and lead salts, by Mr. W. H. Deering. 

Royal Horticultural Society, April r6.-General meeting, 
Sir Coutts Lindsay, Bart., in the chair. The Rev. IlL J. Berkeley 
commented on the plants exhibited, and remarked that the unused 
archways of railways might be profitably employed for the prodllc· 
tion of mushrooms.-l\Ir. ,V. A. Lindsay (the secretary) enume
rated the concessions which the Council had made for this year to 
Her l\Iaj esty's commissioner; for the Ex hi bit ion, including a passage· 
way across the gardens: the society would receive in return the 
sum of rooo/.-Scientific committee-Prof. Westwood, F.L.S., in 
tbe chair. The Rev. M. J. Berkeley commented on an article 
in the recent number of the journal of the Royal Agricultural 
Society on the injury sufTered by horses fed upon mouldy oats. 
There was an evident error with respect to the fungus figured as 
Asp,·rgilltmz (sic) which was clearly the common bread-mould 
Ascophora Afucdo. 'Vith respect to the diseased coffee-plants 
from Natal brought forward at the last meeting he was disposed 
to think that climatic conditions were the cause, of their malady. 
The differences between the summer and winter temperatures 
had been too slight to check the growth of the coffee trees. 
There are often three llowerings instead of one, or at all events 
two. It seemed on the whole probable that growth was over
estimated, and that, consequently, when the drought came, the 
plants were unable to support it. There was a minute immature 
black fungus, which might be referred to Dtpazea, on the twigs. 
Prof. Thiselton .Dyer read a letter addressed to Dr. Hooker 
from Dr. Henderson in charge of the Calcutta Botanic Garden, 
describing the disease of the opium poppy. This appeared to be 
favoured by moist wea•her, and the plants afTected were infested 
with P,·ronospvra arbortscem, and also with a fungus (which Mr. 
Berkeley identified as Afacrosporium chdranthi, a peculiar form 
of Cladosporium herbarum.) The places attacked were black, 
and the disease from below, upwards. If the plant 
has not flowered when attacked, it never does so; but if it is on 
the point of flowering. the sepals, petals, and stamens, do not drop 
off as they would do in healthy plants. The effect of gllano, even 
in very small quantities, was remarkable in increasing the crop. 

Institution of Civil Engineers, April 29.-l\Ir. T. 
Hawksley, president, in the chair.-"On the Rigi Railway," 
by Dr. William Pole, F.R.S., IlL Inst. C. E. The object of this 
railway was to convey passenger.; to the top of the Rigi, a 
mountain near Lucerne, from which there was a view so cele· 
brated as to attract large numbers of visitors in the summer 
months. The line commenced at Yitznau, on the Lake of Lucerne, 
and was about four miles long. The works are mostly formed 
by cutting and benching on the rocky slope of the mountain. 
There was but one short tunnel, and only one iron bridge o1·er a 
ravine. The gauge was 4 feet inches. 

GLASGOW 

Geological Society, April Io.-l\Ir. John Young, vice
president, in the chair.-The chairman exhibited a specimen 
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